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Background Motivation
for the Research

BC GY models did not “cover” complex stands of 
SE BC, nor partial cutting
Prognosis, developed by Al Stage (1973), does
Prognosis: core growth model of Forest Vegetation 
Simulator (FVS); used by USDA for timber supply 
analysis, gaming, visualization of policy 
alternatives, etc.
Decision to adapt Idaho Variant of Prognosis for use 
in SE BC
Recently, some calibrations for Central BC
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Prognosis 
A tree-level, distance independent growth model 
Concept was a model that “should apply equally 
well to pure even-aged stand or stand composed of 
a mixture of ages, species, and sizes” (Stage, 1973).
A “prognosis” is obtained for a stand based on a 
current tree-list and silvicultural treatments
Height driven for small trees (≤7.5 cm dbh);      
Dbh driven for large trees (>7.5 cm dbh)
Self-calibrating: Uses stand information to 
calibrate to local conditions
Stochastic diameter growth, but deterministic 
mortality
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Changes to model for use in BC
Functions replaced: local data, metric
Habitat type replaced by BC BEC
Calibrated for SE BC (ICH, IDF) & working on 
Central BC (MS, SBS,SBPS)

Through collaborative work between Abdel-Azim 
Zumrawi (Research Branch), Don Robinson (ESSA), 
UBC, and Forest Practices Branch
Challenges in mortality modelling, and estimating 
new understory trees have promoted further research

PrognosisBC Model 
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Mortality in Stage (1973) 
Prognosis Model

Regular mortality 
model

stand level mortality X 
tree rate adjustment 

TRA= f( position of the 
tree in the basal area 

distribution)

Mortality from 
Mountain Pine 
Beetle (MPB)
Based on beetle 
population 
dynamics
Resistance of tree 
to attack

+
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Mortality in Wykoff et al. 1982
Later Version of Prognosis

Predict the probability of death for individual trees = 
f(dbh) (=Rd)

Separate annual mortality rates based on biological 
limits of “normal” stocking (=Rn) and on maximum 
basal area (BAMAX) per unit area (=Rb)

Three annual morality rates combined to obtain tree-
level annual mortality rate for each tree used to 
reduce tree factor 
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Tree Mortality Rate
Weighted combination of the three annual 

mortality rates resulted in:
1. When density is high relative to normal 

stocking → high mortality for small trees 
2. When basal area per unit area becomes too 

high (relative to BAMAX) → large 
reduction in stems 
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Mortality Challenges
Difficult to model regular overstory mortality 
(trees > 7.5 dbh) and more difficulty for (trees 
<7.5 dbh)

Many species simultaneously
Low rates of regular mortality for large trees
High variability
Few PSPs for some BEC subzones

More difficult for irregular mortality or 
determining cause
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Tree-Level Mortality 
Recent Model Changes (Ra)

Logistic model for tree-level mortality rate 
(replaces Rd) as a function of:

Dbh and transformations
Competition measures: basal area per ha of 
larger trees, relative dbh
Basal area per ha and stems per ha
Site index, for some species

Existing PSPs were used to fit mortality 
models by BEC zone and species (Temesgen 
and Mitchell (2005)
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Example: IDF, Douglas fir, SI=21m:
Predicted versus Observed Dead by DBH
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Mortality Rates Based on Maximum 
Stocking and Maximum Basal Area
Rb based on convergence to maximum 

basal area (BA) that varies by site 
Recent work on determining maximum 
basal area by site series  for BC 
(Zumrawi)

Rn convergence to maximum stems per ha 
(normal stocking) – metric only
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Other Mortality Modelling
Options

1. Use multivariate methods to estimate 
small tree mortality for all species 
simultaneously

2. Stochastic mortality
3. Mortality by cause (e.g., MPB as with 

Stage (1973))
4. Current issue in MPB-attacked stands is 

fall-down rate (sub-model of Prognosis)
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Prognosis Regeneration Model

By Stage and Ferguson (1982) & Ferguson and 
Crookston (1984):
Regeneration per unit area was estimated, and 
divided by species, using: residual overstory
composition and basal area, site variables, time 
since disturbance
Heights also estimated for regenerated trees
Small trees then added to Prognosis tree-list 
Could “invoke” regeneration submodel twice 
(two static estimates) in the 3 to 20 year period 
post-disturbance
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Ingrowth Challenges
Regeneration submodel:

Reasonable estimates of stems per ha 
overall
Difficult to get good estimates of species 
proportions

Little data on regeneration
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Recent Research

Ingrowth:  Dbh < 7.5 (casually called 
“regeneration”, but includes small trees)
Following:

Partial cutting in complex stands of SE BC 
(Nelson, Cranbrook, Invermere, Kamloops 
areas)
Following MPB-attack in South and 
Central BC  (Williams Lake, Kamloops)
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Univariate Methods: By Species
Possible methods:

Use regression or logistic models
Generate a random value from a sample estimated 
distribution

Properties:
Unbiased and statistically consistent estimates (if 
models are correct)
Random selection from a probability distribution 
retains variability
BUT: No assurance of logical consistency across 
several variables of interest
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Target Observation, X only

Select one 
or more neighbours

that have similar X values 
(Small distance metric)

Reference Data, X and Y
Calculate Variable-Space 

Distance using X’s

Multivariate Nearest Neighbor 
Imputation Methods

Use Y values
(or averages)
from selected

reference observation(s)
as Estimates for the
target observation
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Single (NN) or 
Many Neighbors (k-NN)

NN: 
Select the closest reference observation (smallest 
variable-space distance)
values from that observation are estimates for the 
unknown Y’s of the target observation

kNN:
Select the k most similar observations from the 
reference data 
average the values for all Y variables from the k-
nearest neighbors (weighted or unweighted
averages)
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Properties:  The “Up” Side
Logical consistency

NN: the combination of variables must 
exist in the population
kNN: some logical inconsistencies may 
arise (e.g., illogical species combinations)

Multivariate Estimation: obtain estimates of 
all the Y variables simultaneously
Variables of interest can be class or 
continuous variables or mixed
Distribution-free
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Properties:  The “Up” Side
Retains the variability of the variables (as 
long as k is low)
Average distance between target and match 
observations tends to decline with increasing 
sample size (more likely to find a close 
match)
Better correlations between the X’s and the 
Y’s yield better imputation results
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Properties:  The “Down” Side

Not necessarily unbiased (expected values not 
necessarily equal to true parameters)
Not necessarily (statistically) consistent: Mean 
bias will not necessarily decline with 
increasing sample size -- variables that are 
“hard to find a match for” influence the 
distance more 
Computationally Intensive: Search entire 
reference set for neighbours
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Also, X-variables matter
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Imputation for Regeneration
For: Use:
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Estimating Regeneration 
After Partial Cutting in Complex Stands
Goal: To estimate the amount of regeneration (Y) 
expected to occur following partial cutting based on 
overstory characteristics (X)
Assumptions:

All regeneration in response to partial harvest 
occurs after a fixed period of time post-harvest
Overstory vegetation is stable following partial 
harvest

If assumptions hold: regeneration measured at that 
fixed period of time (enough years after disturbance)
indicates the response to partial harvest.
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Data and Approach
Partially harvested stands in 
ICH, MS, IDF in SE BC, 15 
years post-disturbance
Measured 

X: Overstory variables
Y: Understory variables

Used MSN (NN with Most 
Similar Neighbor Distance) to 
select a neighbour
(e.g., Hassani et al. 2004)
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Tabular MethodMost Similar Neighbor Distance = 
Weighted Euclidean Distance

)()(2
jijiij XXWXXd −′−=

 

W  = weight based on canonical correlation between X and

Y variables using the reference data 
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Data-Splitting Validation Results:  
Imputation Accuracy

Match: Non-zero regeneration in target and 
selection in 16 species groups by size classes

Good (>14 cells matched)   moderate (>8 to 14)    poor (<8)

RMSE: Grouped plots also by RMSE

low (<1000 stems per ha, all species) 
moderate (1000-2000)                          high (>2000) 

Want Good, Low
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Performance of MSN 
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Estimating Regeneration 
After MPB-Attack Using NN 

Unlike partially cut stands:
Overstory vegetation continues to change 
following MPB-attack, as dead standing trees fall
Regeneration response to MPB-attack occurs over 
a longer period of time 

Assumption: Overstory after attack (Time 1) 
can be used to estimate understory, many 
years after attack (Time 2) 
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Estimating Regeneration 
After MPB-Attack Using NN 

Using a small sample with repeated 
measures post-attack and 14 years later   
→ High RMSEs
Additional data:  new data gathered in 
Williams Lake area, where overstory
(Time 1) has been reconstructed and 
understory has been measured at time of 
sampling (Time 2) → will repeat analyses
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Approaches Considered Other than NN

1. A set of models for species proportion + 
regeneration per ha as before

2. Use an existing dynamic model  -- pass 
regeneration estimates to Prognosis as a 
tree-list

#2  seems most promising  (Derek Sattler, 
M.Sc in progress)
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Mortality and Ingrowth
Summary

Empirical models/approaches developed for 
PrognosisBC can be used in any growth model
Approaches emphasize biological consistency 
across scales, and over variables of interest
Hybrid approaches/models are intuitively 
appealing for better understanding
For any model: data and validation of results 
critical for acceptance by application 
community
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Websites and Acknowledgements
Reports, presentations and articles:
www.forestry.ubc.ca/Prognosis
www.forestry.ubc.ca/biometrics

Thank you to the organizers for inviting us to 
present at this workshop.  Funding for this 
research was provided by Forest Renewal 
BC, NSERC, and Forestry Investment 
Initiative

http://www.forestry.ubc.ca/Prognosis
http://www.forestry.ubc.ca/biometrics
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